
Combined coating system for wooden staircases
A STEP FORWARD



A step 
forward 

A step forward is the combined system for walkable 
surfaces that want to be a step ahead.

 Choose A step forward coating solutions if you demand for your staircases:
• refined design
• latest generation multi-resistances
• functional application customised to your specific needs

Contemporary wooden staircases are no longer simply crossings of overlapping spaces. 
They are increasingly the core of the furniture system. Valuable woodworks that express style 
and personality of a space. On the strength of this knowledge and the daily collaboration 
with leading international furniture designers, Renner Italia laboratories have realised the 
programme A step forward. It provides the best anti-abrasion, anti-scratch and anti-stain 
requirements, while maintaining a constant focus on aesthetics.

A step forward is in fact the advanced coating system that combines beauty and durability. 
Not to mention the concern for environment and health: these products are free of 
formaldehyde and pentachlorophenol.

is the complete proposal of  
Renner Italia hi-tech coatings for the 
manufacture of wooden staircases.





Water-based
coatings
for interior
staircases

A step forward water-based products for wooden 
staircases contain latest-generation urethane-acrylate 
binders and low emissions of volatile organic compounds.

For all wood,
in all colours, smooth
and embossed finishings.



Trasparent 20 gloss YO-20C867 

Stained colours 20 gloss YO-20M829/--XXX

Lacquered colours, different 
gloss levels

YO---C684/--C02 (2 coats) followed by
application of transparent topcoat

1K self-sealers anti-abrasion
for smart vertical application
Application by spray

Trasparent, different gloss levels YO-xxM839 + Cat. YC---M434

Ultra matt stained colours YO-03G445 + Cat. YC---M402 (available also 
in white version 0 gloss)

Lacquered colours, different 
gloss levels

YL---M242/--C02 + Cat. YC---M434 (2 coats) 
followed by application of transparent smooth 
or micro-embossed topcoat

2K self-sealers highly resistant to foot traffic,
uitable also for woods with extractives
Application by spray



Solvent-based 
coatings 
for interior 
staircases 

A step forward solvent-based products are made 
from controlled raw materials and improved by high-
performance acrylic resins.

For all woods, 
in all colours.



Trasparent,
different gloss levels JO-xxM779 + Cat. FC---M070

Lacquered colours,
different gloss levels

JL---S537/--C02 + Cat. FC---M070
(1 or 2 coats) followed by application  
of transparent topcoat

2K topcoats anti-abrasion
highest hardness
Application by spray

Trasparent,
different gloss levels JO-xxM750 + Cat. FC---M070

Lacquered colours,
different gloss levels

JL---S537/--C02 + Cat. FC---M070
(1 or 2 coats) followed by application  
of transparent topcoat

2K topcoats highly resistant to foot traffic,
highest hardness-elasticity 
Application by spray
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